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When you bear in mind that the results of the PCR tests are an 'interpretation' of the science, you realise 
that these people are inventing numbers to put on a board. Once you get this, you can look at the 
announcements that they're making through the media with different eyes. They try to give the impression 
that they are chasing the coronavirus around the country and trying to protect people from it, when the 
reality is the opposite. They are choosing who to terrorise by inventing cases in the region they wish to 
experiment on, and then threatening the rest of the country with it. There is no push back at all within the 
news organisations. Sure, there are people like me who can see with their own eyes that these are military 
occupation tactics buoyed up by a weird belief that they can balkanise the country, stop travel between 
zones and somehow dominate behaviour and belief systems at a regional level. But you can't talk about it, 
discuss it or even mention it outside of the offices. Paranoia has gone much deeper than losing your job, 
like a health worker who says their hospital is empty. There's a feeling that soon we are going to be signing 
bits of paper that put us under some sort of official secrets filter. People could be prosecuted.

There's a group called Wyeberry (?) who are at least contributing to the psychological operation.  They're 
desparate to get people wearing face visors, so you can see the face of the person being basically 
humiliated. The excuse is that all masks will be needed for hospital staff and 'emergency' workers, though 
they can't explain why, if the visor is as effective as the mask, why don't hospitals issue them to staff 
instead. Load of doublespeak about disposability and multiple use hygiene, but we know why. Basically it 
comes down to compliance training for the masses.

^ 6523 A similar humiliation to getting down on your knees in church. You are accepting the orders from an 
overarching authority and displaying submission.
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